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SUMMARY 

Eric Madsen specializes in the valuation of businesses and complex assets, securities analysis, 
economic damages, and transactions. He has been admitted as an expert witness and testif ied 

regarding financial and economic issue in US District Court and before the International Centre for 
Settlement of Investment Disputes. He has also been retained by top U.S. law firms to submit expert 

reports and declarations in various venues, including the Superior Court of the State of Delaware , 
the Superior Court of the State of California, and the Supreme Court of the State of New York. His 

opinions and testimony have covered numerous financial topics, including, for example, valuations 

of debt and equity interests in a distressed business, the value of a system of complex options, and 
appropriate discount-rate premiums for discounting cash flows to a non-U.S. business.  

CREDENTIALS 

CFA Charterholder 

Certif ied Public Accountant 

Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV) 

EDUCATION 

M.B.A., UCLA Anderson School of Management, Los Angeles, California, 2006-2008 

B.S., Economics, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1996-2001 

PRESENT EMPLOYMENT 

Berkeley Research Group, 2019-Present, Managing Director, Los Angeles, California; Salt Lake 
City, Utah 

PAST POSITIONS 

Compass Lexecon, 2013-2019, Senior Vice President, Pasadena, California 

Fulcrum Inquiry, 2008-2013, Manager, Los Angeles, California 

LECG, 2001-2007, Consultant, Los Angeles, California (Salt Lake City, Utah, 2001-2003) 
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CONSULTING EXPERIENCE – VALUATION AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

• Financial Analysis – Technology – In response to an SEC investigation, analyzed stock price 

movements resulting from a publicly traded technology company’s disclosures regarding a 
security token offering, the company’s blockchain technology, and investments from a private 

equity firm. Analysis included an assessment of the statistical and economic relevance of stock 
price movements. 

• Financial Analysis – Real Estate – Traced movements of a multi-million-dollar deposit among 

financial accounts. The deposit was made by a New York charter school for exclusive use as 
advance rent but was allegedly misappropriated for other purposes.  

• Valuation – Technology – In numerous matters, performed valuation analysis to determine the 

appropriate transfer price of intellectual property transferred by technology companies to wholly 
owned foreign subsidiaries in challenges brought by the United States Internal Revenue Service.  

• Financial Analysis – Health Care – In response to an SEC investigation regarding alleged insider 

trading, disaggregated a substantial stock-price decline between the alleged insider information 
and other company disclosures made the same day, including the company’s filing of Form 12b-
25 and disclosures related to declining financial performance. 

• Valuation – Product Distribution – Rebutted contentions that a common method could be applied 

to calculate economic damages on a class-wide basis in a matter that alleged a consumer 

products company paid less than fair values to buy out various owners of distribution routes for 
its products. Demonstrated that valuation methodologies as they were applied to the distribution 

routes required individualized analyses that depended on facts and circumstances related to 
each route.          

• Valuation – Technology – Assessed the value of a minority interest in a private Silicon Valley 

technology company and related economic damages in a matter where the company allegedly 

blocked the sale of the plaintiff ’s equity position in the company. Considered contemporaneous 
economic evidence from the company’s pr imary offerings, mutual fund disclosures, and trading 
prices of comparable public companies. Also prepared a discounted cash flows valuation model.  

• Financial Analysis – Consumer Payments – Analyzed how including investment in intangible 

assets as part of a company’s book value affects accounting-profitability metrics, such as return 

on equity and return on assets; analysis utilized in an expert rebuttal report submitted in a class -
action, antitrust lawsuit against a major credit card company. 

• Financial Analysis – Analyzed stock price movements in response to alleged wrongful statements 

made by the Chief Financial Officer of a publicly traded bank who was under investigation by the 
SEC. Demonstrated that the statements did not have a material ef fect on stock price. SEC 
concluded the investigation without recommending an enforcement action.  

• Financial Analysis – Retail, Home Improvement – In a class-action shareholder lawsuit, analyzed 

the effect of various announcements on the stock price of a publicly traded retailer of home-

improvement goods. At issue was the company’s announcement that it would “go dark,” meaning 
it would no longer adhere to public-reporting requirements and delist from the Nasdaq exchange. 

Analysis considered confounding factors that also affected the company’s stock price, including 
company announcements regarding dividend suspension, termination of its share repurchase 
program, board member resignation, and declining financial performance.  
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• Financial Analysis – Retail Banking – Assessed the materiality of stock price movements in 

response to negative news about a major bank in a matter that alleged that bank executives 
made false representations to investors. 

• Financial Analysis – Real Estate Investments Trusts – Analyzed economic damages to a major 

real-estate investment trust (REIT) that arose when a withdrawn audit opinion allegedly delayed 

its acquisition of another REIT. Rebutted an opposing expert who quantif ied damages from the 
alleged delay by comparing the merger agreement to an exchange option.     

• Valuation – Telecom – Valued equity interests and equity-purchase options of a minority 

shareholder in an Iraqi telecom company to assess damages that resulted from the Iraqi 

Communications and Media Commission’s decision to render invalid the minority shareholder’s 
investment and options. 

• Valuation – Manufacturing – Valued a manufacturer of printer products used in gaming 

environments to assess damages associated with alleged non-disclosures in a sale of the 
manufacturer. 

• Valuation – Manufacturing – Assessed a financial advisor’s valuation of shares held by a class 

of minority shareholders in a manufacturer of electronic components that serves the wireless 
communications, power management, military, and automotive industries. The minority 

shareholders were forced to sell their shares allegedly at below fair market value when the 
majority shareholder conducted a short-form merger.  

• Valuation – Entertainment – Valued the operating assets of a Major League Baseball team in 

litigation that challenged the team’s ability to sell its media rights in an open auction. Developed 
a financial model to estimate how the team’s value would be affected if the team did not honor a 

network’s "rights of first refusal" and "rights of first negotiation" clauses contained in its media 
rights contract. 

• Valuation – Entertainment – Assessed a financial advisor’s valuation of its takeover target; a 

shareholder lawsuit alleged the acquirer—a publicly traded, international media company—vastly 
overpaid by several hundred million dollars for a television and film production company, bringing 
the advisor’s valuation into question. 

• Valuation – Mining – Valued a precious-metals mining company in a dispute over the accuracy 

of accounting records provided in the due diligence phase of the transaction; estimated the 
company’s fair market value assuming the corrected accounting records been disclosed.  

• Valuation – Investment Management – Assessed a financial advisor’s valuation of a minority 

interest in a privately held investment management firm; the interest belonged to a co-founder 
and managing partner of the investment firm who was terminated, resulting in a forced sale of 
his shares allegedly at below fair market value. 

• Valuation – Manufacturing – Performed valuations to calculate economic loss suffered by 

shareholders of a manufacturing company in New Zealand that resulted from alleged 
misstatements and omissions among disclosures in an initial public offering.   

• Valuation – Hospitality – Appraised a privately held luxury resort and winery located in Napa 

Valley, California as part of a dispute between owners involved in a buyout.  

• Valuation – Education – Performed a valuation of a non-profit college that offered degrees and 
certif icates in the medical field to assist the parent company’s preparations to sell the college.  
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• Valuation – Manufacturing – Valued a niche soda-pop manufacturer as part of a dispute between 

owners that sought to end management differences through a shareholder buyout.  

• Valuation – Manufacturing – Appraised the U.S. distribution arm of a Japanese company that 
manufactures matcha green tea. 

• Valuation – Entertainment – Valued products sold by a multi-level marketing company in the 

music industry accused by the Federal Trade Commission of operating an illegal pyramid 
scheme.  

• Financial Analysis – Technology – Assisted a start-up company in a valuation and sale of a patent 

for parcel-tracking technology. Estimated the patent’s value using discounted cash flows analysis 
and performed research to identify the ideal consumer market and likely buyers of the patent.  

• Valuation – Consumer Retail – Valued an art seller’s retail location (locational goodwill) in an 

eminent domain proceeding to compensate the retailer for value lost by having to vacate its 
longstanding premises.  

• Valuation – Consumer Products – Appraised a company that sells health products under license 

from a widely recognized brand on behalf of a minority shareholder whose ownership interest 
was unrecognized by other owners of the company.  

• Financial Analysis – Communications – Analyzed the ability of a broadcasting company to meet 

its financial obligations under various possible outcomes related to the Federal Communications 
Commission’s auction of broadcast spectrum rights. 

• Financial Analysis – Transportation – Addressed issues raised by the Surface Transportation 

Board regarding the calculation of railroad revenue adequacy; performed an economic 
assessment of the effectiveness of the stand-alone cost constraint, the simplif ied stand-alone 

cost constraint, and a revenue-adequacy rate constraint based on the overall f inancial health of 
a railroad. 

• Financial Analysis – Consumer Products – As part of a dispute between owners of a large, 

privately held beverage company, assessed a company’s dividend distribution patterns and liquid 
asset levels to determine whether the company maintained appropriate or excessive amounts of 
cash. 

• Financial Analysis – Energy – Performed analysis in response to allegations that several energy 

companies wrongfully characterized shareholder distributions as dividends rather than returns of 

capital due to errors in the calculation of Earnings and Profits, thus allegedly causing tens of 
millions of dollars in damages to the companies’ shareholders on account of  overpaid taxes. 

• Financial Analysis – Entertainment – In a class action matter against a tickets seller involving 

over 50 million members, tabulated transaction counts, transaction fees, and purchase 

concentration ratios for various class subgroups (e.g., customers with substantial purchase 
volumes) from the company’s transaction database (nearly 200 million records) to assist with 
case settlement.  

• Financial Analysis – Technology – Utilized a licensee’s transaction database to determine the 

amount of unpaid royalties due to a company that licenses data-backup capabilities. 

• Financial Analysis – Real Estate – Assessed the effects of groundwater contamination on 

residential property values using real estate transaction data and regression analysis in several 
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class action matters that pitted homeowners against manufacturing companies allegedly 
responsible for the groundwater contamination. 

CONSULTING EXPERIENCE – ECONOMIC DAMAGES 

• Economic Damages – Healthcare – Calculated economic damages incurred by county and city 

governments in a lawsuit against manufacturers of opioid prescription drugs. 

• Economic Damages – Oil and Gas – Calculated economic damages related to the alleged breach 

of two related contracts—one that governed the sale and purchase of marine distillate oil and 
another that governed the lease of several oil tanks located in the Port of Long Beach.  

• Economic Damages – Oil and Gas – Evaluated economic damages related to the client’s alleged 

repudiation of a contract to supply oil-based coating to a manufacturer of roofing products. 
Repudiation occurred after the WTI oil price index departed from world oil prices (e.g. Brent) due 
to an oil supply glut in Cushing, Oklahoma, thereby affecting the contract’s pricing mechanism. 

• Economic Damages – Marketing – Calculated economic damages to a marketing firm that arose 

from alleged wrongful cancellation of its contract with an online car review company to sell 
"customer lead" subscriptions and other marketing tools to auto dealers.  

• Economic Damages – Marketing – Valued economic damages to a distribution company that 

arose from alleged wrongful cancellation of a sports equipment distributorship agreement.  

• Economic Damages – Hospitality – Calculated economic damages that arose from early 
termination of a company’s contract to run a lobby bar at a major hotel in San Diego, California.  

• Economic Damages – Healthcare – Calculated economic damages due to an Alaska hospital 

arising from an alleged breach of contract with the hospital’s emergency air transport services 
provider.  

• Economic Damages – Marketing – Quantified lost profits that resulted from a credit reporting 

agency’s reliance on an external marketing channel that sold outside its assigned territor y and 
thereby wrongfully competed with the agency’s internal marketing arm.  

• Economic Damages – Consumer Products – Calculated economic damages to a class of 

consumers resulting from a beverage company’s allegedly false claims of health benefits 
attributable to drinking its juice products.  

• Economic Damages – Consumer Products – In three separate false advertising matters (each 

involving the same plaintiff but different defendants), rebutted consumer surveys that claimed to 
demonstrate extensive product substitution between the plaintiff ’s juice brand and the defendant 

juice brands accused of false advertising. Calculated economic damages from the alleged false 
advertising. 

• Economic Damages – Insurance – Calculated economic damages suffered by a furniture 

manufacturer from a fire that burned down one of the company’s manufacturing sites in a dispute 
between the manufacturer and its insurer.  

• Economic Damages – Energy – Calculated lost profits to a wind energy company that would 

result if a competitor proceeded with positioning a wind farm upstream from the company’s wind 
farm. 
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• Economic Damages – Lost Business – Calculated economic damages in a medical malpractice 

matter involving a plaintiff who allegedly lost a business opportunity on account of the injury. 
Damages entailed an assessment of the business opportunity’s profitability prospects.  

• Economic Damages – Lost Business – Identif ied alternative explanations for a steep sales 

decline of a formerly highly successful lighting business whose 50% owner/operato r lost sight in 

one eye as a result of alleged medical malpractice. Calculated economic damages related to the 
alleged malpractice.  

• Economic Damages – Injury – Calculated economic damages due to wrongful death or personal 
injury in a series of matters related to a major pipeline explosion in San Bruno, California. 

• Economic Damages – Environment – As part of litigation involving a California forest fire that 

consumed thousands of acres, critiqued an expert witness’s Habitat Equivalency Analysis used 
to measure one component of the fire’s economic damages.  

• Economic Damages – Consumer Products – In a class action lawsuit against a major electronics 

retailer, estimated damages from hidden costs that the retailer imposed when customers 
redeemed their warranties.  

CONSULTING EXPERIENCE – INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

• Intellectual Property – Online Marketing – Assessed economic damages arising from theft of 

trade secrets that allegedly occurred when an online marketing company licensed its platform to 
another online marketing company. 

• Intellectual Property – Manufacturing – Calculated economic damages to an industry-dominant 

printer cartridge OEM in a dispute that alleged that a China-based manufacturer infringed four of 
its patents; Analysis considered the availability of non-infringing alternatives to the patented 

products consistent with the Panduit factors and estimated royalties that the disputing parties 
would have agreed upon in a hypothetical negotiation, consistent with the Georgia Pacific factors.  

• Intellectual Property – Consumer Products – Calculated lost profits in a trademark infringement 

that involved a major clothing retailer’s alleged improper use of a niche t-shirt maker’s trademark 
in one of its seasonal catalogues. 

• Intellectual Property – Consumer Products – Calculated lost profits and reasonable royalties due 

to a manufacturer of artif icial hair f ibers due to a competitor’s infringement of some of the 
manufacturer’s patents. 

• Intellectual Property – Consumer Products – Calculated economic damages that resulted from a 

copyright dispute between two companies with competing mobile stereo systems branded with 
similar names. 

CONSULTING EXPERIENCE – LABOR & EMPLOYMENT 

• Labor & Employment – Assessed claims of systematic race discrimination in employee wages 

by analyzing statistical relationships among employee salaries, promotion histories, education 
levels, performance reviews, and demographic data.  
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• Labor & Employment – Used statistical analysis to assess the likelihood that company executives 

were assigned stock options to begin on dates that turned out to be favorable without having 
backdated the options.  

• Labor & Employment – In multiple matters, utilized punch-card databases to calculate potential 

liability and economic damages in wage-and-hour class action matters that alleged companies 
failed to properly compensate employees for missed and late meal periods and missed breaks.  

CONSULTING EXPERIENCE – ANTITRUST 

• Antitrust Economic Damages – Motor Vehicles – Calculated economic damages arising from 

alleged anticompetitive practices among providers of electronic vehicle registration (“EVS”) 
services. Plaintiff had been blocked from accessing essential data in dealership management 
systems by providers of those systems that also provided EVS services. 

• Antitrust – Entertainment – Analyzed allegations that two major film exhibition chains and several 

major distributors conspired to monopolize exhibition of hit f ilms and thereby minimize 
competition from other film exhibitors.  

• Antitrust – Manufacturing – Tested econometric models and analyzed econometric trends in a 

case that alleged collusion among vitamin manufacturers. Statistical models identif ied factors 
that affected vitamin pricing. 

• Antitrust – Agriculture – Analyzed auction price histories in a matter involving tobacco farmers 

that alleged that tobacco manufacturers rigged bids to obtain tobacco at below-market prices.  

• Antitrust – Transportation – Measured the effect on a cab company’s market share that resulted 

from exclusive arrangements between a competing cab company and cab stands at certain 
destination properties.  

• Antitrust – Consumer Products – Analyzed damages in an antitrust bundling matter that pitted 

retailers against a major manufacturer of clear tape. Plaintiffs alleged that the manufacturer’s 

rebate program–based on rewards gained by making purchases across the manufacturer’s 
various product categories–strengthened the manufacturer’s alleged monopoly on clear tape, 
resulting in inflated prices.  


